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Introduction 
Scale test also known as model experiment is an effective tool 

to simulate and investigate phenomena, which can’t be established 
directly [1-2]. Based on dimensional analysis and similarity theory, 
the similarity criteria can be formulated mathematically to obtain 
equivalent relationships between prototype and model [1-3]. 
Actually, the technique has been flourishing in applications of statics 
[4-8], hydromechanics [1,2, 9] and energy field [10-11]. Among 
them, statics model experiment is widely used to verify designs 
before on-site engineering for academic and designing purposes. 
However, traditional modeling has troubles in making complex 
structure as a whole in only one step. And then the indispensable 
post-treatments will change the state of stress, resulting in 
experimental errors, even at the cost of rocket high expenditure 
and large human labor amount. This step undermines the benefit 
from cheap substitution materials and reduces the efficiency of the 
whole optimization process.

Contrary to traditional modeling, 3D printing can detours all the 
above drawbacks through directly making complex geometries in 
one step, such as models, assembly fixtures and production molds. 
It is more flexible in design and fabrication of parts than traditional 
machining techniques [12-13]. In fact, Chandra Sekhar Tiwary  

 
et al. have used macroscale 3D printing models to analogically 
investigate the mechanical behavior of molecular schwartzite 
structures [14]. Obviously, 3D printing is potentially the best tool 
for statics model experiments, as it has performed well in not only 
industrial applications but also scientific research in the past 4 
decades. It displays talents in multiple fields, such as supply chain 
[13,15-16], synthesis chemistry [17-20], chemical engineering [21-
26], bionics or biology [27-28], orthopedics or medicine [29-32], 
mechanics [33-34], optics [35], electrics [36] and even arts [37-38].

However, the accuracy and the reliability of statics model 
experiments strictly depend on theoretically mathematical 
equations [1-2]. In detail, in form of the π theorem, it enables an 
object or a system to be represented by a dimensionless similarity 
function of dimensionless parameters (π values) [1-4]. That is, 
objects or systems are considered completely similar for the same 
dimensionless parameters (π values) [1-4]. Whereas, traditional 
statics model experiments with strict dimensionless function are 
hardly to be established through 3D printing items. In other words, 
3D printing statics model is restricted by printing material and scale 
or size of the model. Even though 3D printing materials satisfy the 
requirements for balancing system, too large or too small model is 
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difficult to be built and directly used in static experiments for poor 
practicability and operability [1-2, 6-7], such as limited 3D printing 
device and test equipment. Thus, it is necessary to establish a 
method to make 3D printed models customized for actual testing 
purpose equivalent to the prototype in detailed structure and 
static indexes as stress, strain and displacement [6-8]. In fact, 
some studies have been carried out to solve above problems. 
Murphy proposed a strategy to relax the similarity constraints by 
intentionally casting the prediction equation into the more complex 
form [39]. Kristin L.Wood et al. provided an improved similarity 
method that utilizes a geometrically simple specimen pair, in order 
to design the prototype with more freedom [40].

To make it feasible, this paper reduces the internal constraints 
of the statics structural system. That is, the dimensionless similarity 
function is theoretically simplified based on reducing constrains of 
weight and Poisson’s ratio, so as to loosen the limits to 3D printing 
model materials. The method is interpreted through popular cases 
in detail,when different material and Poisson’s ratio encountered 
between 3D printed model and prototype. The validated pathway 
will methodologically benefit and enhance the accuracy of statics 
researches through 3D printing model experiments.

Theoretical simplification
Compensation method without gravity

Figure 1: The elastic microelement of statics structure.

According to similarity theory or π theorem [1-4], a statics 
equilibrium system must satisfy a dimensionless equation. Thus, all 
constraint equations defining elastic microelement are investigated 
to make clear the physical meaning of dimensionless parameters 
and make general the proposed method. These definition equations 
are composed of equilibrium equations, geometric equations, 
constitutive equations and boundary conditions, individually 
expressed by Eq. (1) to Eq. (5). Eq. (4) represents boundary 
condition of displacement and Eq. (5) boundary condition of stress 
and surface force. The elastic microelement of statics structure is 

shown in Figure 1. The x axis forwards in the same direction as the 
acceleration of gravity.
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The similarity ratio Cx is defined as the ratio of the correspondent 
physical quantities of the prototype to the corresponding model, 
with the subscript x represents the homologous physical quantity. 
For example, is the geometric similarity ratio between lengths. 
Considering all constraint equations with three sub-equations in 
the same form, one of them can represent whole related constraint 
equation. Hence, equilibrium equations for prototype and model 
can be individually expressed, as Eq. (6) the model equilibrium 
equation and Eq. (7) the prototype equilibrium equation:
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Then the first similarity criterion equation can be obtained by 
Eq. (6) and Eq. (9), as follows:
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Similarly, the other similarity criterion equations can be 
obtained based on Eq. (2) to Eq. (5), as follows:
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Eq. (14) can also be deducted from distributed force, 
concentrated force Zor bending moment M, with distributed force 
considered in this paper. Therefore, Eq. (14) can be transformed 
into Eq. (15). According to above similarity criterion equations, 
corresponding similarity criterions or dimensionless parameters 
are summarized in Table 1. In order to simplify subsequent 
analyses, new dimensionless parameters π_5 can be changed by 
means of taking ratio π_5 to π_2, also shown in Table 1. Regardless 
of prototype or model statics structures, both have the same 
dimensionless equation (16). Since the accuracy of the strain is 
determined by measurement device, the available similarity ratio 
of strain falls into a certain range for the sake of precise when using 
the same measurement device. Herein is defined as. If Poisson’s 
ratios of the prototype and the model materials are the same, 
there will be anunique statics model experiment. Furthermore, 
when scale of model is given, the model material must have same. 
However, both the above conditions are very hard to be satisfied. 
Obviously, the strict dimensionless equation becomes an obstacle. 
That is, Eq. (16) needs to be simplified to release the limits.
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Table 1: Summary of similarity criterion equations and similarity 
criterions.
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First, the structure weight is regarded as an external force or 
load. Eq. (1) is then replaced by Eq. (17), with no similarity criterions 
obtained. If Poisson’s ratio is also not considered, the dimensionless 
equation of statics structure is transformed into Eq. (18). Certainly, 
compensation and correction are necessary to ensure equivalence 
of model experiments. Compared with the statics system of Eq. 
(16), the new Eq. (18) develops two more degrees of freedom. In 
other words, model experiment can be customized to satisfy actual 
application, exemplified below. (Of course, the above deduction 
process can also be performed based on Buckingham Π theorem, 
but there are difficulties to understand and expound the natural 
meanings of physical process).
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Polylactic acid (PLA), widely used 3D printing material, is 
selected for the model to investigate a prototype in Q345R (16Mn), 
one of the most common engineering materials. The parameters of 
the two materials are summarized in Table 2 [41]. The calculation 
procedure is summarized in Table 3 for similarity ratio of simplified 
statics system. In Table 3, changeable may as well assigned to be.
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Table 2: Property parameters of prototype material (Q345R 
(16Mn)) and model material (PLA).

Materials Modulus of elasticity (GPa) Density(kg/m3)

Q345R 178 7750

PLA 3.5 1200

Table 3: Calculation procedure of similarity ratios.

2 3 5, q
l E E
δ σπ π π
ε ε δ

= = =

Conditions Results

1, 50.86z EC C= =  and 3π 50.86Cσ =

10lC =  and 2π 10Cδ =

10, 50.86EC Cδ = =  and 5π
508.6qC =

or 5086F l qC C C= =

5086 6458.3G G G∆ = −

Taking gravity as force, similarity ratio of gravity in above case 
is equal to similarity ratio of concentrated force, or. Actually, the 
ratio of prototype weight to model weight is. This means the model 
weight is reduced and an additional weight calls for compensation, 
with G the weight of prototype, evenly loaded of course.

Method for inequivalent Poisson’s ratio

Material Poisson’s ratio of the 3D printed model are likely 
different from that of the prototype, resulting in inaccurate 
prediction. This calls for a method dealing within equivalent 
Poisson’s ratios to ensure overall equivalence of model experiments 
or no constraint for 3D printing application in economic testing 
materials.

Apparently, for model and prototype materials with the 
same material Poisson’s ratios, both of targets possess same 
dimensionless parameters or dimensionless similarity Eq. (18). 
Otherwise, model experiment should meet:
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where correction coefficient is used to revise dimensionless 
parameters of 3D printing model. According to Eq. (18) and Eq. (19), 
the mathematical expression Eq. (20) for correction coefficient is 
obtained.
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π
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Therefore, prediction can be provided in Figure 2, of the 3D 
printing model experiment to substitute for the prototype one. 
The prototype is herein defined as A, model with same Poisson’s 
ratios as B and model made by 3D printing as C. The dimensionless 
parameters can be obtained based on the state of a known point, 
regardless of prototype or model structures. In Figure 2, of model 
C can be obtained from of a known point and Thus, for prototype A 
or model B can be calculated by Eq. (20). Then of the corresponding 
point can be obtained by combing corresponding and.

In Figure 2, the correction coefficient must be given between 
model C and B or prototype A. Nevertheless, model experiment of 
B and C must be conducted in the light of definition of correction 
coefficient. This paradox makes the correction coefficient 
meaningless and unnecessary. To jump out, computer simulation is 
considered to take the place of the actual model experiment. More 
and more advanced and reliable, simulation results sometimes 
can be directly used for engineering and scientific purposes. 
Especially, it works pretty well for the structure with the clear 
mathematical models or constitutive relations. As a matter of fact, 
computer simulation is not conflict with model experiment, but 
complementary with each other. Firstly, the computer simulation 
results can completely replace the experiment for the known 
field of mechanics theory; And the result is more reliable than the 
experimental results, to some extent. But the computer simulation 
can’t perfectly reflect the details of the mechanical response, 
especially the loading process and the structural damage.

Figure 2: Prediction process of 3D printing model experiment for prototype experiment.
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According to Figure 2, two computer simulation experiments are 
required, and the 3D print model experiment needs a proportional 
conversion. Although the correction coefficient can be calculated, 
the above calculation process is still very troublesome. Therefore, 
the analysis of Fig. 3 simplifies the simulation process. 3D printing 
model C is established on the basic of simplified statics system. 3D 
printing model C can equivalently study prototype A by means of 
adjusting correction coefficient. In addition to same Poisson’s ratio, 
prototype is established depending on same similarity ratio as 
above process. Thus, 3D printing model and prototype possess same 

dimensionless parameters or dimensionless similarity Eq. (19). At 
this stage, Except for Poisson’s ratio, Prototype A and prototype 
is identical. Then the correction coefficient between 3D printing 
model C and prototype A can be found by simulating prototype A 
and prototype. In other words, the correction coefficient is available 
by regression or trail of the prototype Poisson’s ratio with the aid of 
computer. Furthermore, the impact can also be studied of different 
3D printing materials on static prediction results through the 
establishment of curve. If so, the appropriate 3D printing material 
can be chosen for specific statics experiment.

Figure 3: Analysis process for simplified simulation.

Case analysis of correction coefficient
For simplified statics system, methods of compensation and 

correction ensure equivalence of modelexperiments, assisted by 
additional weight available through case study. Similarly, method 
for inequivalent Poisson’s ratio is herein expound in detail by 
means of a specific case analysis.

The truss beam is selected in the large column as the object of 
computer simulation, shown in Figure 4 [42]. Obviously, any simple 
statics structure here can be used to illustrate the point of the paper. 
Geometric parameters and load of prototype are summarized in 
Table 4. Properties of prototype material subjected to working 
conditions are summarized in Table 5. The point of measurement 
is recommended to select the one where stress and strain are easy 
to converge. Therefore, the point is the best candidate near the 
axis of left-and-right symmetry on truss beam. Then the simulated 
results of the deformation, stress and strain of the selected points 
are summarized in Table 6.

Table 4: Geometric parameters and load of prototype.

Parameters Values (mm) Meanings

L 11000 span of truss beam

H 700 the distance between the main mo-
ment of inertia

n 10 number of abdominal rods

upw1 225 width of upper and lower chord 
angle steel

upw2 200 height of upper and lower chord 
angle steel

upt1 15 thickness of upper and lower chord 
angle steel

upw12 82 length of abdominal rod angle steel

upt12 10 thickness of abdominal rod angle 
steel

JH 100 height of connection plate 

JT 14 thickness of connection plate

P 22.31 (N/mm) Uniform distributed load on the 
upper chord
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Table 5: Properties of prototype material under working conditions.

Parameters Values Meanings

T 350℃ design temperature

E (GPa) 178 modulus of elasticity

(kg/m3) 7750 density

μ 0.3 Poisson’s ratio

Sm（MPa） 143 allowable stress

Figure 4: Truss beam.

According to Eq. (18), Eq. (19), Eq. (20) and Figure 2, the 
calculation process of correction coefficient is shown as follows 
in Eq. (21), where denominator represents the dimensionless 
parameters of the prototype structure and the numerator 
represents the model one.
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Obviously, the value of l and q  is equal to 'l and 'q , individually. 
So, the Eq. (21) can be transformed into Eq. (22),
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Combining with Eq. (22) and Table6, the results of correction 
coefficient can be summarized in Table 7 and Fig.5 under different 
Poisson’s ratio. Fig.5 can show the changing trend of the correction 
coefficient of this truss structure with Poisson’s ratio better.

Figure 5: Value of correction coefficient on different Poisson’s ratio.
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Table 6: Summary of simulated results of deformation, stress and strain on different Poisson’s ratio.

Poisson’s ratio Deformation (mm) Strain（） Stress (MPa)

0.2 7.3227 8.9418 14.5011

0.225 7.3292 8.8558 14.3457

0.25 7.3353 8.7742 14.1960

0.275 7.3412 8.6971 14.0516

0.3(prototype) 7.3467 8.6246 13.9124

0.325 7.3519 8.5567 13.7782

0.35 7.3568 8.4937 13.6490

0.375 7.3613 8.4360 13.5248

0.4 7.3655 8.3846 13.4062

Table 7: Summary of computed results of correction coefficient on different Poisson’s ratio.

Poisson’s ratio
2K 3K 4K 5K

0.2 1.0402 0.9947 1.5 0.9594

0.225 1.0293 0.9958 1.3333 0.9698

0.25 1.0189 0.9970 1.200 0.9800

0.275 1.0092 0.9984 1.0901 0.9901

0.3(prototype) 1 1 1 1

0.325 0.9914 1.0018 0.9231 1.0097

0.35 0.9835 1.0038 0.8571 1.0193

0.375 0.9762 1.0062 0.8000 1.0287

0.4 0.9697 1.0089 0.7500 1.0378

After correction coefficient is obtained, prediction process in 
Fig.2 can be carried out. Then 3D printing model experiment can be 
applied to the simplified statics system without obstacles. Actually, 
correction coefficient revises stress, strain and deformation of 
3D printing model experiment. Further, the calculated correction 
coefficients can modify the relative similarity ratio, so that the 
calculation process of 3D printing model experiment for prototype 
prediction is more convenient. Mathematical expressions are 
displayed in Eq. (23). This method can not only obtain the 
corresponding correction coefficient, but also study the the 
influence of Poisson’s ratio on the statics system.
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Conclusions
This work simplifies statics system on the basis of theoretical 

analysis. To guarantee equivalence of 3D printing model 

experiment, weight compensation and correction are proposed 
of dimensionless parameters through treating weight as external 
applied load. Correction coefficient is calculated by computer 
simulation for correction of dimensionless parameters. Essentially, 
the correction coefficient is a modification to the stress, strain 
and displacement, resulted from different Poisson’s ratio between 
3D printing material and prototype material. After relevant case 
analyses, the method is validated and illustrated. This proves the 
theoretical feasibility of 3D printing to be applied to static model 
experiment under similarity theory with different module size and 
materials. Obviously, the research method is strictly applicable in 
prediction for the elastic behavior. It can be also used to qualitatively 
analyze the mechanical behavior of breaking stage through 3D 
printing scale test. Generally speaking, the methodology will benefit 
analogical statics investigations in the age of 3D printing.
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